
PERFORMANCE ROWING KIT



Crewroom has been the home of performance clothing since 2000. 
Providing technical training clothes for rowing teams, runners and 
lovers of the outdoors is at the heart of what we do. 

Crewroom is a high performance activewear brand with a focus on 
sustainability. Originating from the UK, and now operating with offices in 
New Zealand and the US - we’ve been in the game for almost two decades. 

With a proud rowing heritage, we’ve used our knowledge and 
understanding of performance garments and the needs of endurance 
athletes to expand our kit to cater for a range of high performance sports.

Providing technical training clothes for rowing teams, runners and 
lovers of the outdoors is at the heart of what we do.

About us...

• Fullly customised products for your team or club
• High quality fabrics and finish
• Designed in the UK and road tested in NZ
• room online portal for easy ordering
• Reliable delivery



Solid
Men’s S to XXL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0534SD

Use colour blocks to create solid tops and bottoms. The
soft touch, opaque fabric with four-way stretch is designed
for the rowing motion. Flat lock seams and no rub hems
provide comfort with extra panels for ease of movement.
An internal gusset helps provide added comfort.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on tops and side panels. Match to
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours
available on bulk orders (100+). NB: Bottoms are made 
with pre-dyed stock colours.

SUBLIMATION COLOURS
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Use colour blocks to create solid tops and bottoms. The 
soft touch, opaque fabric with four-way stretch is designed 
for the rowing motion. Flat lock seams and no rub hems 
provide comfort with extra panels for ease of movement. 
An internal gusset helps provide added comfort.

Sublimation available on tops and side panels. Match to 
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours 
available on bulk orders (100+). NB: Bottoms are made with 
pre-dyed stock colours. 
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Sublimation available on tops and side panels. Match to 
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours 
available on bulk orders (100+). NB: Bottoms are made with 
pre-dyed stock colours. 

Create contrast colour with vertical side panels. The soft 
touch, opaque fabric with four-way stretch is designed for 
the rowing motion. Flat lock seams and no rub hems 
provide comfort with extra panels for ease of movement. 
An internal gusset helps provide added comfort.

Vertical

Create contrast colour with vertical side panels. The soft
touch, opaque fabric with four-way stretch is designed for
the rowing motion. Flat lock seams and no rub hems
provide comfort with extra panels for ease of movement.
An internal gusset helps provide added comfort.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on tops and side panels. Match to
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours
available on bulk orders (100+). NB: Bottoms are made 
with pre-dyed stock colours.

SUBLIMATION COLOURS

Men’s S to XXL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0534VT
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Sublimation available on tops and side panels. Match to 
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours 
available on bulk orders (100+). NB: Bottoms are made with 
pre-dyed stock colours. 

Create contrast colour with curved side panels. The soft 
touch, opaque fabric with four-way stretch is designed for 
the rowing motion. Flat lock seams and no rub hems 
provide comfort with extra panels for ease of movement. 
An internal gusset helps provide added comfort.

Curve

Create contrast colour with curved side panels. The soft
touch, opaque fabric with four-way stretch is designed for
the rowing motion. Flat lock seams and no rub hems
provide comfort with extra panels for ease of movement.
An internal gusset helps provide added comfort.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on tops and side panels. Match to
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours
available on bulk orders (100+). NB: Bottoms are made 
with pre-dyed stock colours.

SUBLIMATION COLOURS

Men’s S to XXL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0534CV



Essential
Men’s S to XXL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0632 M&W

The soft touch, opaque fabric with four-way stretch is 
designed for the rowing motion. Flat lock seams and 
no rub hems provide comfort with extra panels for ease 
of movement. An internal gusset helps provide added 
comfort.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on tops. Match to Crewroom colour 
swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on bulk 
orders (100+). NB: Bottoms are made with pre-dyed stock 
colours.

SUBLIMATION COLOURS

Moisture Management | Durable | Colourfast | Form Fit
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Sublimation available on vertical stripes. Match to 
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours 
available on bulk orders (100+). 

CR0540VT CR0540SD

CR0540VT

Use block colour to create a plain pair of leggings or use 
vertical stripes for contrast colour. These leggings use 

Includes a high waistband for complete coverage and a  
lowing full reach and 

comfort during the rowing motion. 

Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0540

Use block colour to create a plain pair of leggings or use
vertical stripes for contrast colour. These leggings use
soft, durable stretch fabric with flattering design lines.
Includes a high waistband for complete coverage and a
slightly looser fit around the waist, allowing full reach and
comfort during the rowing motion.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on vertical stripes. Match to
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours
available on bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS
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CR0561

Use block colour to create a plain pair of shorts or use 
vertical stripes for contrast colour. These shorts use 

Includes a high waistband for complete coverage and a  
lowing full reach and 

comfort during the rowing motion. 

Sublimation available on vertical stripes. Match to 
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours 
available on bulk orders (100+). 

Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0561

Use block colour to create a plain pair of shorts or use
vertical stripes for contrast colour. These shorts use
soft, durable stretch fabric with flattering design lines.
Includes a high waistband for complete coverage and a
slightly looser fit around the waist, allowing full reach and
comfort during the rowing motion.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on vertical stripes. Match to
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours
available on bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS



Sublimation available on contrast side panels. Match to 
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours 
available on bulk orders (100+). 

A splashproof yet breathable rowing jacket. The lightweight shell fabric 
is waterproof with taped seams and the stretchy side panels allow full 
manoeuvrability in the boat. Designed with a longer back to protect 
the lower lumbar region and includes a side pocket to stash a water 

and silicon detailing on the shoulders to prevent backpack abrasion. 

Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0430

A splashproof yet breathable rowing jacket. The 
lightweight shell fabric is waterproof with taped seams 
and the stretchy side panels allow full manoeuvrability in 
the boat. Designed with a longer back to protect the lower 
lumbar region and includes a side pocket to stash a water 
bottle. The jacket also has subtle reflective piping for 360° 
reflectivity and silicon detailing on the shoulders to prevent 
backpack abrasion.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on contrast side panels. Match to
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours
available on bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS



FEATURES

This is an all rounder of a jacket, great for throwing on post 
training. The three-layer softshell will keep you warm and 
dry in the elements and internal wrist sleeves with thumb 

STOCK COLOURS

Men’s S - XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x8 | CR0196

CONTRAST COLOURS

Add contrast colour from a selection of side panels colours.Wind/Shower Resistant | ctive Branding | Slim Fit
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Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0196

This is an all rounder of a jacket, great for throwing on post
training. The three-layer softshell will keep you warm and
dry in the elements and internal wrist sleeves with thumb
loops provide a nice finishing touch.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Add contrast colour from a selection of side panels colours.

CONTRAST COLOURS



A light-weight technical vest using Vapour-X, a wicking and 
quick drying fabric made with carbonised bamboo, recycled 
polyester and lycra stretch. Soft and supple with technical 

colours using sublimation. 

Sublimation available on main body. Match to Crewroom 
colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on bulk 
orders (100+). 
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Men’s S to XXL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0542

A light-weight technical vest using Vapour-X, a wicking and
quick drying fabric made with carbonised bamboo, 
recycled polyester and lycra stretch. Soft and supple 
with technical stretch for a supremely comfortable fit. 
Customise your team colours using sublimation.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on main body. Match to Crewroom
colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on 
bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS



A light-weight technical t-shirt using Vapour-X, a wicking and 
quick drying fabric made with carbonised bamboo, recycled 
polyester and lycra stretch. Soft and supple with technical 

colours using sublimation. 

Sublimation available on main body and sleeves. Match to 
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours    
available on bulk orders (100+). 
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Men’s S to XXL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0543

A light-weight technical t-shirt using Vapour-X, a wicking 
and quick drying fabric made with carbonised bamboo, 
recycled polyester and lycra stretch. Soft and supple 
with technical stretch for a supremely comfortable fit. 
Customise your team colours using sublimation.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on main body and sleeves. Match to
Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours
available on bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS



A light-weight technical longsleeve using Vapour-X, a wicking 
and quick drying fabric made with carbonised bamboo, 
recycled polyester and lycra stretch. Soft and supple with 

your team colours using sublimation. 

Sublimation available on main body. Match to Crewroom 
colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on bulk 
orders (100+). 
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Men’s S to XXL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0544

A light-weight technical longsleeve using Vapour-X, a 
wicking and quick drying fabric made with carbonised 
bamboo, recycled polyester and lycra stretch. Soft and 
supple with technical stretch for a supremely comfortable 
fit. Customise your team colours using sublimation.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on main body. Match to Crewroom
colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on 
bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS



CR0547

BreathableWind/Shower Resistant   Wicking Reflective Branding

HSOBC

Whether you’re a novice or a veteran, this piece of kit is very 
practical. With a higher neck and slightly longer body in the 
back, this version is still designed to be worn in the boat so it 
only really looks right when you’re sat down. The design uses a 
wicking stretch fabric in the front and, as all you rowers seem to 
go backwards, we’re sure you’ll appreciate the waterproof shell 
on the back.

ewroom.co.uk

Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0547

Whether you’re a novice rower or a master, this gilet is 
very practical. With a higher neck and slightly longer body 
in the back, this version of the gilet is designed to be worn in the 
boat or on the bike. This design uses a wicking stretch fabric in 
the front and and waterproof shell on the back, complete with  
chest pocket, YKK zips and chin guard. The perfect piece of kit 
to keep you dry and warm without overheating.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on upper chest panel and back 
panel. Match to Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke 
Pantone colours available on bulk orders (100+). NB: Front 
bottom panel is made with pre-dyed stock colours only.

SUBLIMATION COLOURS



Add contrast colour from a selection of side panels colours.
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Unisex | XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0197

A three-layer softshell gilet with a waterproof shell and 
fleece liner, a great layer to throw on post-training to 
help keep you warm and protected from the elements. 
Designed with a soft fleece inner, chest and rear zip 
pockets and YKK Zip with chin guard.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Add contrast colour from a selection of side panels colours.

CONTRAST COLOURS



Men’s S - XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x8 | CR0576

Add contrast colour from a selection of horizontal stripe colours.

A fully functional piece of performance kit which happens to 
feel amazingly soft. Our unique soft yet technical fabric is 
brushed so it feels great against your skin and it wicks and 
breathes. A perfect mid-layer for frosty morning outings or to 
thrown on post race. Includes two secure zip pockets.

Form Fit
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Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0576

A fully functional piece of performance kit which happens 
to feel amazingly soft. Our unique soft yet technical fabric 
is brushed so it feels great against your skin and it wicks 
and breathes. A perfect mid-layer for frosty morning 
outings or to thrown on post race. Includes two secure zip 
pockets.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on main body excluding area 
underneath seam on front which are stock colours only. 
Match to Crewroom colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone 
colours available on bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS



FEATURES

A fully functional piece of performance kit which feels 
amazingly soft. The technical fabric is brushed so it feels great 
against your skin. Includes hood with mesh panels and laser 
cut zip pocket. Customise colours with contrast stitching and 
contrast drawcords.

STOCK COLOURS

Men’s S-XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x8 | CR0403

Four-way Stretch |  Breathable |  Wicking |  Form Fit

Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0403

A fully functional piece of performance kit which feels
amazingly soft. The technical fabric is brushed so it feels 
great against your skin. Includes hood with mesh panels 
and laser cut zip pocket. Customise colours with contrast 
stitching and contrast drawcords.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS



FEATURES

A fully functional piece of performance kit featuring our 
signature technical brushed fabric to feel soft against the 
skin. A perfect mid-layer for frosty morning outings or to 
throw on post-race. Includes wrist sleeves with thumb 
loops and a rear zip pocket. Customise colours with 
contrast stitching. 

STOCK COLOURS

Men’s S - XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x8 | CR0246

Four-way Stretch |  Breathable |  Wicking |  Form Fit
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Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0246

A fully functional piece of performance kit featuring our
signature technical brushed fabric to feel soft against the
skin. A perfect mid-layer for frosty morning outings or to
throw on post-race. Includes wrist sleeves with thumb
loops and a rear zip pocket. Customise colours with
contrast stitching.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS



CR0416W

This racer back crop top with double layering for added support 
uses one of our favourite soft knit technical jerseys which 
stretches to move with your body. The full racerback mesh 

handy sweat resistant media pocket so you can run to the beat.

Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0416W

This racer back crop top with double layering for added 
support uses one of our favourite soft knit technical 
jerseys which stretches to move with your body. The full 
racerback mesh panel provides complete breathability and 
airflow, perfect for high intensity workouts. And, to top it 
off, inside you’ll find a handy sweat resistant media pocket 
so you can run to the beat.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS
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CR0526M&W

Sublimation available on main body. Match to Crewroom 
colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on bulk 
orders (100+). 

means you can wash and wear it time and time again without 
losing the amazing soft, supple feel of the fabric. It wicks, 
breathes and dries super fast so you can train in ultimate 

extremely comfortable top.

Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0526M&W

This body-fit short sleeve baselayer uses non-pilling fabric 
which means you can wash and wear it time and time 
again without losing the amazing soft, supple feel of the 
fabric. It wicks, breathes and dries super fast so you can 
train in ultimate comfort. The reflective branding adds the 
final touch to this extremely comfortable top.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on main body. Match to Crewroom
colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on 
bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS



CR0504M&W

Sublimation available on main body. Match to Crewroom 
colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on bulk 
orders (100+). 

can wash and wear it time and time again without losing the 
amazing soft, supple feel of the fabric. It wicks, breathes and dries 

Men’s S to XL | Women’s XS to XL | Min. order x 8 | CR0504M&W

The body-fit baselayer uses non-pilling fabric which 
means you can wash and wear it time and time again 
without losing the amazing soft, supple feel of the fabric. 
It wicks, breathes and dries super fast so you can train in 
ultimate comfort. The reflective branding adds the final 
touch to this extremely comfortable top.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS

Sublimation available on main body. Match to Crewroom
colour swatches. Bespoke Pantone colours available on 
bulk orders (100+).

SUBLIMATION COLOURS

 



Unisex | One Size | Min. order x 4 | CR0046

An ultra-lightweight visor, ideal for endurance sports 
where you need to protect your eyes from the sun and keep 
the sweat off your face. Includes piping and branding.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS
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Unisex | One Size | Min. order x 4 | CR0061

An ultra-lightweight cap with longer peak and dark 
underside to reduce glare from the sun and refection from 
the water. The super soft fabric is extremely comfortable 
and wicks and breathes whilst protecting you from the sun.

FEATURES

STOCK COLOURS



Our online Clubroom facility for clubs, schools and universities enables members to order and pay for 
team rowing kit during designated order windows throughout the year.

If you are interested in offering the Clubroom facility to your club, please contact us. 



PRICES
The prices payable for goods shall be those in Crewroom’s price list current at the time of dispatch.  GST will be added to all amounts payable by the Buyer. 
Crewroom reserves the right to revise all prices and specifications. NB: Discounted or free product offers do not apply to products purchases before or
after the specified promotional period.

PLACING YOUR CUSTOMISED ORDER
We will only begin to process your order and assign an estimated delivery date upon receipt of the following information:

a. Final style, including fabric colours
b. Final quantity and sizes
c. All artwork, logo design, and names and numbers if relevant.
d. Payment details

If you require individual names or numbers on garments you must provide us with a typed list corresponding to the appropriate names/numbers to the garment size.

NB: Garment photos and colour charts in our brochure and on our website are representational and may not match the actual fabric. Variations may occur between 
different fabrics and between sublimated and pre-dyed fabrics.

PAYMENT DETAILS
The following are approved methods of payment for team orders:

Full payment in advance by bank transfer 
School/Organisation Purchase Order

Please note that we require full payment within three days of confirmation of order. Payment details can be found on the attached invoice.

As a custom manufacturer, where goods are made-to-order, we can only complete production once full payment has been received. In turn, when your order is 
ready it will be dispatched to you immediately. Unfortunately any delays in payment may delay your delivery date.

Please note, if you are using our online room portal to place your orders, payment is taken at point of purchase



Crewroom reserves the right to charge interest on overdue accounts of 5% over the Bank base rate to run from the due date for payments (a week from the date the 
goods are ready) until full payment has been received. All goods supplied will remain the sole and absolute property of Crewroom until the Buyer has paid in full.

CHANGING OR CANCELLING AN ORDER
Our goal is to service all customers as quickly and efficiently as possible. Therefore, please note that once an order is confirmed and scheduled into the production 
queue, we cannot make changes. Additions will be handled as a separate order with all applicable surcharges.

ORDER MINIMUMS
Due to the complexities involved in custom-manufacturing there are minimum order quantities set on garments to ensure efficient manufacturing:

Crewroom stock kit: 8 
Crewroom casual kit: 4
Crewroom custom jackets and trackpants: 12

SHIPPING & DELIVERY
Shipping will be quoted at the time of the order and is based on location and volume of order.

Crewroom Kit: Approx 6 to 8 weeks  

Orders that require new artwork - we create artwork based on the specifications you have provided and then email this to you for approval. Delays in this process 
may delay your order.

Due to the inherent variables in custom manufacturing, all delivery dates quoted are estimates and cannot be guaranteed. 



Crewroom - Men’s

XS S M L XL

Chest (in)

Waist (cm)

Hips (cm)

31-35

71-74

86-89

34-37

73-81

88-96

36-39

81-89

96-104

38-42

89-97

104-112

42-44

97-109

112-120

Crewroom - Women’s

XS S M L XL

UK Size

Bust (in)

Waist (cm)

6-8

30”-32”

66-76

8-10

32”-34”

71-76

10-12

34”-36”

76-84

14-16

36”-38”

81-86

16-18

38”-40”

86-90

Hips (cm) 86-91 91-96 96-104 104-109 109-116


